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1 IntroductionMany Evolutionary Autonomous Agent (EAA) models use neural networksto control their behavior. Such EAA neurocontrollers are evolved via ge-netic algorithms from a population of genomes undergoing natural selectionand variation (see [21, 32, 9, 8] for a review ). The majority of these stud-ies employ direct genotype-to-phenotype encodings, where the magnitude ofeach synapse is encoded by a speci�cally designated gene. These direct en-codings scale quadratically with network size and hence are hypothesizedto be inadequate for solving complex tasks. Furthermore, the network sizeneeded to solve a given task is unknown beforehand. These problems haveled to considerable e�orts aimed at developing \indirect" encodings, wherethe genome includes a developmental program for specifying the controllerneural network and its weights. This paper presents a novel indirect encod-ing method. It, is based on an adaptively varying compact representation,where individual neurons may utilize di�erent encoding levels. It enables thecreation of near minimal phenotypic neurocontrollers.The search for �nding short, compact representations of solutions to prob-lems has its origins in Occam's Razor and the Minimum Description Length(MDL) principle. These principles suggest that among the viable solutionsto a problem, the simpler, shorter solutions should be preferred. The rationalis that there are less simple solutions than elaborate ones. Hence, if one �ndsa simple solution that solves the problem, it is more likely to be a good one,i.e., with good generalization properties. The minimum description lengthprinciple has given rise to the idea that a program is a form of compactcode, and that the job of a brain's self-organization processes is to produce2



compact codes ([3]). The Minimum Description Length principle has beentypically implemented in EAA studies by introducing a complexity term thatreects network size into the �tness function which determines the selectionof successful agents, e.g. [33]. In contradiction, the Self Organized CompactEncoding (SOCE) method introduced here does not introduce any explicitcomplexity term in the �tness function. The original �tness function is leftintact, incorporating selective \pressure" towards minimal description lengthonly implicitly.Another implementation of the MDL principle in evolutionary computa-tion have been Variable length encoding methods. The latter create compactgenome representations by representing only essential neurons or synapsesfrom an initially large network or using variable-size data structures ([16,20, 25, 24] ). Some methods contain a \switching" mechanism which turnssynapses \on" and \o�". Only a certain subset of all possible neurons andsynapses are represented at any given moment, and the �tness function in-cludes an explicit complexity term which leads to smaller networks. In theSOCE method, in contrast, there is no such abrupt switching of represen-tations. SOCE represents a wide range of approximation levels of neuronalrepresentations, enabling a smooth evolutionary search through the space ofvariable length encodings. As such, it belongs to the more general class ofindirect encodings ([4, 23, 19, 18, 31, 10, 30] ), including Grammar Encodingmethods ([15, 7, 17, 22]).In general, indirect encoding methods search in smaller search spaces,aiming to increase the chance for �nding good low-dimensional solutions forproblems originally residing in high dimensional spaces. However, while de-3



creasing the search space, indirect encodings usually restrict the set of pos-sible solutions and thereby may fail to �nd good solutions. Indeed, somestudies have favored large genome lengths over small ones in developingcomplex behavior of agents ([11, 12]). Devising indirect methods that se-lectively decrease the search space while maintaining a set of good solutionsis hence an important challenge. The SOCE method addresses this challengeby adaptively varying the search space in a self organizing manner duringthe evolutionary process itself, seeking its best description. The advantagesof neutral genes ([29, 28]) suggest that the basis of self-adaptation is the useof neutrality, allowing a variation of the search distribution without the riskof �tness loss. The SOCE method uses a random walk on neutral genes tocreate small solutions without a loss in �tness.The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes theEAA model, the agents and the environment. Section 3 presents the SOCEmethod and section 4 describes the experimental results that testify to thebene�ts of SOCE and to its limitations. Section 5 discusses the implicationsof our research and suggests future directions.2 The EAA ModelAgents directed by neurocontrollers are evolved and tested using SOCE anddirect encoding schemes in the same environment. The agent structure andthe environment are similar to those used by [2]. Agents are generated viaan evolutionary process and perform a navigation and foraging task in adiscrete grid arena. The arena is surrounded by walls, and contains two4



kinds of resources: \food", which increases the agent's �tness, and \poison",which decreases it (see Figure 1). The food is concentrated in a limited zonein the southwest corner of the arena. Each agent has to eat as much food aspossible and avoid poison items to maximize its �tness. It has to learn howto distinguish between food and poison, and how to speedily locate the foodzone. 30 food items are randomly placed in a 10 � 10 food zone inside the30 � 30 arena. 250 poison items are placed in random locations in the arena.The agent contains a fully recurrent neural network controller connectedto its sensors and motors (Figure 1). It is the neural network controller that isgenetically encoded and evolved, while the sensors and motors are given andconstant. This neural network contains N internal neurons, Lout of themare also motor neurons, and Lin sensory input neurons. The neurons aresimple binary McCulloch-Pitts neurons that use a zero-threshold activationfunction. That is, the neuron �res if its incoming �eld is positive, and issilent otherwise. Note that the outputs of motor neurons are recurrently fedback into the network. In the simulation used here the network has 5 inputsensors and 10 � 50 internal recurrently connected neurons, of which 4 arethe motor neurons.The agent receives very limited and local sensory information: Four sen-sors sense the grid cell which the agent is located in and the three grid cellsimmediately ahead of it. These sensors sense the di�erence between an emptycell, a cell with a resource and a wall, but do not distinguish between foodand poison. The �fth sensor is a \smell" probe which discriminates betweenfood and poison just under the agent, but gives a random reading if theagent does not stand on a resource. The motor neurons allow the agent to5



go forward, turn 90 degrees in each direction and open its \mouth" in an at-tempt to eat. Eating is performed only when stopping and having the agent'smouth open, thus consuming a whole time step. The agent has only localinformation about the environment, making navigation a challenging task.It has no information of its place coordinates or orientation in the arena. Itmust combine sensory inputs to see a resource, move towards it, discriminateit as "food" and stop to eat it. An agent has a lifetime \epoch" of 150 steps,which it begins from a random location and orientation.The �ndings of [2] show the emergence of one or a few \command" neu-rons that control two types of behavior patterns observed in the agents:exploration, that is seeking the food zone, and foraging, i.e. maximizing foodconsumption while inside the food zone. The \command" neurons serve asa switch between these two di�erent behavior patterns.3 Self Organized Compact Encoding3.1 OverviewThe majority of EAA studies apply a direct genotype-to-phenotype encodingto create the next generation of evolutionary evolved agents. In the taskdescribed in Section 2, the phenotype neurocontroller contains N internalneurons, Lout of them are also motor neurons, and Lin sensory input neurons.The direct encoding scheme employed by [2] in this task encodes the Lin �Ninput synaptic values and N �N internal synaptic values using a speci�c genefor each synaptic value, i.e. Lin �N +N �N genes.Instead of explicitly encoding all synaptic values, SOCE adaptively main-6



tains only a restricted representation of the synaptic matrix. The genome is alist of N neuronal segments. Each segment encodes the incoming synapses ofits corresponding neuron. The order of the neuronal segments in the genomelist is arbitrary but �xed in all agents. Each neuronal segment contains a genespecifying the encoding level (EL) K of its neuron, and a list of K encodingparameter genes. These parameters are mapped using a piece-wise interpo-lation transcription transform to generate the N + Lin incoming synapticweights of each neuron. The SOCE method hence searches for the best so-lution in the space of synaptic matrices whose weights can be speci�ed bya local, piece-wise interpolation performed separately for each neuron. Indi-vidual neurons in an agent's neurocontroller may utilize di�erent encodinglevels of their synaptic connections. Each neuronal encoding level may varyfrom specifying uniform connection values (weights) to a one-to-one speci�-cation of all synaptic connection values. It undergoes evolution, adaptivelyvarying in a self-organized manner. The neuronal encoding levels obtainedin a given EAA network depend on a few factors, among them the sensitivityof neural processing to the �delity of synaptic values and, more importantly,on the actual number of neurons that are really required to solve the task.Since SOCE does not use a �tness function that explicitly encourages shortersolutions, compact solutions are obtained by a statistical (one-way bounded)random walk on neutral genes.Having adaptive encodings yields agents with compact genotypes buttheir phenotypes may remain unnecessarily large. However, a variant ofSOCE can lead to the emergence of small near-minimal phenotype neuro-controllers. This phenotypic reduction leads to two important consequences:7



simpler controller networks that are more amenable for functional analysis,and an estimation of the complexity of the task in hand. That is, startingfrom arbitrary sized initial networks, SOCE can �nd a good neurocontrollersolution with a small number of neurons, providing an upper bound on thenumber of neurons needed to solve the task.3.2 The SOCE Algorithm : Genotypic ReductionThe genome of each agent is an interpolation-based encoding of the synapticweights of the neurocontroller. The evolutionary process is governed by astandard genetic algorithm, with a developmental stage occurring at thebeginning of every new generation, creating the controller networks from thecurrent population of genomes using a transcription transform.The transcription transform works by serially processing every neuronalgene segment in the genome list. Denote by P the number of synaptic weightseach neuron receives from the network in a full-recurrent state. For each neu-ronal segment denote by K the number of its synaptic encoding parameters,i.e. its encoding level. Let G[i](i = 0; :::; K � 1) be the parameter valuewritten in the i'th place in the genome from the beginning of this neuronalgene (segment). Let Tk denote the transcription transform with an encodinglevel K. Let S[j](j = 0; :::; P � 1) be the weight of the input synapse j ofthe neuron (for simplicity we omit the subscripts that denote that these areneuronal parameters). The transform TK takes the K encoding parametersof the neuron and uses them to generate its P synaptic values by a piece-wiselinear interpolation. The synaptic values S(j) are obtained via an interpola-tion between the values of the 2 \nearest" encoding parameters, with weights8



proportional to the distance from each parameter (note that some of theseinterpolation weights may be zero). Figure 2 presents an illustration of thisprocess. More formally, for a neuron with encoding level K, 1 < K < P thej'th synaptic value is determined byS(j) = G[Pleft] �Wleft +G[Pright] �WrightM (1)where M = b PK c is the number of synaptic values created from each two\neighboring" encoding parameters, Pleft = b JM c and Pright = Pleft + 1. Theinterpolation weights Wleft = (M � jJ � Pleft �M j) and Wright = (M � jJ �Pright �M j) are given to each encoding parameter according to the distancealong the interpolation line. In the limit cases, for encoding level K = 0all incoming synapses of a neuron receive a zero value. For K = 1 they allreceive a �xed value of the single genome location G[0]. For the encodinglevel K = P we obtain a direct encoding - each location G[i] in the genomeencodes a unique synaptic weight value S[j] in the controller neural network.Since the encoding level K of each neuron is encoded in the genome,the agent adaptively distributes the description length between the neurons:some neurons receive a more detailed and longer encoding, while other neu-rons receive coarser (possibly zero-length) encodings. Note that when allneurons use an encoding level K, the genetic algorithm performs its searchin a K-dimensional subspace instead of the original P -dimensional searchspace. Allowing each neuron to individually vary its encoding level allowsthe agent to self organize its search space according to the environment inwhich it evolves in an ongoing adaptive manner.The �tness function governing the evolutionary process is based on the9



agent's performance solely and does not contain any explicit preference forshorter genomes. Nothing explicitly prevents the agent from always usinga full direct encoding (K = P ). Yet even in simulation experiments wherethe initial population contained full direct encodings for all the agents, thesuccessful agents employed compact encodings. Good solutions to the taskexamined do not occupy a larger volume of the compact low-dimensionalsolution space than the volume they occupy in the initial, arbitrary high-dimensional problem space (as indicated by Figure 6, in which the mean�tness does not increase when searching smaller �xed size subspaces). TheSOCE method hence is likely to adaptively vary the search space for eachneuron, reaching small solutions while maintaining the fraction of \good"solutions over the search space and the overall �tness.The transcription transform TK : [�1; 1]K ! [�1; 1]P must obey twomain properties to serve as an eÆcient genotype-to-phenotype encoding:1. Similarity Conservation - phenotypes created from similar genomesshould be similar to each other in the phenotypic space. If this require-ment is not met, an agent created from a slightly varied genome couldbe very di�erent in the phenotypic level, resulting in an erratic, almostrandom, evolutionary process.2. Completeness - the set of phenotypes that can be created from a popu-lation of genomes should span extensive parts of the phenotypic space.This requirement assures that good solutions are reachable.SOCE maintains the second property by its de�nition, through the self-organization and variation of encoding levels. Most phenotypes can be rep-10



resented to a certain approximation; the transform dynamically changes theencoding level, reaching direct encoding in the limit if required. The �rst con-dition, similarity conservation, requires a closer look at the impact of variousgenetic variations when using SOCE. It is examined in depth in section 4.5.3.3 Phenotypic Reduction with SOCEIn the basic SOCE, the encoding level K of each neuron is initialized with arandom genotypic value (from a uniform distribution) in the interval [�1; 1],which is mapped to a phenotypic encoding level in the interval [0; 1; 2; :::; P ].During evolution, values larger than 1 are interpreted as encoding level P andvalues lower than �1 as encoding level 0. Obviously, a neuron with encodinglevel K = 0 will never transmit any information to other neurons becauseit receives zero, sub-threshold inputs. This enables the usage of SOCE forphenotypic reduction: �nding near minimal phenotypic neurocontroller solu-tions. Starting from a possibly large initial network, SOCE will retain onlya small number of viable neurons (i.e. with K > 0) to construct the agents'controller network. During the evolutionary search the neuron's encodinglevel may also increase and thus a neuron can regain its viability in a singlemutation. When an encoding level is increased uniformly distributed randomvalues are used to instantiate the new encoding parameters that are added.The phenotypic encoding level is made to vary in the interval [�L; P ], where�L is a negative lower bound (negative encoding levels are transcribed toan encoding level of K = 0, that is, all incoming synapses are zero ). In-terestingly, if the lower bound L is negative enough, unimportant redundantneurons will generally obtain an encoding level of K � 0 (see Section 4).11



4 ResultsSOCE was tested by running evolutionary experiments in the model of [2]described in Section 2. A population of 100 agents was evaluated in eachgeneration, performing a navigation and foraging task. Selection, mutationand crossover are performed to create the next generation. Simulations weretypically run for 10,000 or 20,000 generations. The various parameters ofthe evolutionary process in SOCE were kept similar to those used by the di-rect encoding benchmark, to focus on the e�ects of using di�erent encodingschemes on the simulation results. The mutation rate was 0:02 for each genein the genome. A mutation changes the gene by adding a random numberbetween -0.6 and 0.6 to its current value. Uniform crossover rate was 0.04.Elitist selection was performed: The top 10% of the most successful agentsdid not undergo mutations and crossover, and were transferred as is to thenext generation. The rest of the agents in the next generation are selectedfrom the current population with a selection probability proportional to their�tness and undergo mutations and crossover. The neurocontrollers contained10-50 neurons in the initial generation, created from the genotypic represen-tations using the SOCE transcription transform. Fitness was measured bythe number of food items consumed by the agent minus the number of poi-son items it consumed. The �tness scores are normalized, dividing by thenumber of food items in the arena (30). Due to the limited lifespan of theagent and limited sensory information it receives, a normalized �tness valueabove 0:3 is considered good performance [2].Our aim has been to study the ability of SOCE to obtain the followinggoals: 12



� Solving navigation and foraging tasks with compact genomes. Smallgenome sizes are reached implicitly, maintaining the original �tnessfunction.� Obtaining small phenotype neurocontrollers containing a near minimalnumber of neurons for a given task.� Simplifying neuronal analysis by generating small networks.4.1 Genotypic ReductionEvolutionary experiments of the task described above were conducted withSOCE agents and direct-encoded agents. Figure 3 shows that SOCE agentscan obtain performance levels similar to those obtained by direct encodedagents, both starting with neurocontrollers containing 10 neurons. The bestSOCE agents are able to solve the navigating problem with a genome lengthof about 22% of the direct encoding genome length of the neurocontrollersstudied in [2], which is 150 for 10 neurons with 15 synapses each, as shownin Figure 4. The distribution of encoding levels across di�erent neurons inevolved SOCE agents is shown in Figure 5: Output neurons receive highencoding levels, and the agents maintain a small number of viable internalneurons with a non-zero encoding level. Each agent may maintain di�er-ent internal neurons because their order is arbitrary, and therefore internalneurons tend to have small encoding levels with a large standard devia-tion. Overall, the distribution of encoding levels in a given agent is typicallysharply bimodal. Most of the neurons obtain a vanishing encoding level, andmost of the remaining neurons take a high encoding level value.13



The importance of dynamic modi�cation of individual encoding levelswas studied using a baseline benchmark in which all the population had a�xed, uniform encoding level K. In this setting the agents were able to solvethe problem employing large K values, but with smaller K values many runsdid not yield successful solutions and the mean �tness dropped, as shownin Figure 6. The performance of the best agent is less a�ected by loweringthe �xed encoding level. In this �gure the maximum value may be smallerthan one standard deviation above the mean because of the skewed natureof the �tness distribution. Lowering the uniform encoding length under 60%of the direct encoding size results in a fairly signi�cant decrease in �tness. Incomparison, SOCE agents are able to reduce the genome size up to 22% of itsoriginal size in the same task while maintaining high levels of performance.These results testify to the importance of the dynamic nature of SOCE,where each neuron is free to select its own encoding level.4.2 Phenotypic Compactness : Near Minimal Neuro-controllersUsing SOCE with encoding levels [�L;N ] (see section 3.3) leads to the self-organized elimination of unimportant neurons, creating near minimal sizenetworks. This occurs because, after the incorporation of negative bounds,the encoding levels of unimportant neurons tend to vanish and their corre-sponding neurons can be eliminated.Starting from initially large networks composing the initial population,containing 30 or 50 neurons, the SOCE algorithm still reaches near minimalnetworks. In both cases the evolutionary process obtains solution with good14



performance using only 4 � 5 viable neurons, as shown in Figure 7. Therelatively narrow standard deviations testify that the SOCE algorithm isrobust in its ability to converge to near minimal networks starting from fairlylarge neurocontrollers.The small neurocontrollers evolved are much more amenable for analy-sis of their operation than larger neurocontrollers. Typically, a successfullyevolved SOCE agent had a network of only 3� 4 neurons, with the followingkey properties:� Out of 4 motor (output) neurons, only 3 have non-vanishing encodinglevels. The apparent elimination of a motor neuron was initially sur-prising. However, in this problem it turns out that a very good solutioncan be based only on one-sided turns, so one turning motor neuron canbe eliminated.� Out of the 6 internal neurons that are not connected directly to themotors, typically only one has a non-zero encoding level and remainsviable in the �nal controller network. This resembles the �ndings ofvery few important \command neurons" in [2]. The latter switch be-tween two modes of behavior: navigation (searching for the food zone)and foraging (while inside the food zone). In some SOCE runs success-ful agents with only 3 motor neurons evolved, using no internal neurons(as, for example, the agent whose encoding levels are depicted in Figure5(a)).These observations testify to the minimality of the neurocontroller solu-tions found by SOCE. It is hard to conceive a successful solution to the task15



in hand without including at least three motor neurons - one for moving for-ward, one for turning and one for eating. In addition, at least one commandneuron that switches the agent's behavior modes from exploration to forag-ing is helpful in many of the evolved solutions. The natural drift process ofthe encoding levels of unimportant neurons in SOCE almost always ends inthe lower bound. Evidently, the statistical one-way bounded random walkitself pushes towards small encoding level values.An important advantage of the SOCE method for obtaining small neu-rocontrollers is the implicit manner in which the self organization occurs,without any need to add explicit minimization terms to the �tness function.Modifying the �tness function by adding a cost term representing the sizeof the network may turn to be a nontrivial task in certain problems. Itssuccess may delicately depend on careful selection of the exact parametersand functions used in the minimization term.Figure 12 shows the results of such an explicit minimization experiment:Agents were evolved to solve our basic foraging task, adding an explicit costterm to the direct encoding. This term adds a \reward" of �xed value to the�tness of the agent for each inactive synapse (A synapse is considered inac-tive if its absolute value drops below 0.05 (recall that synaptic values rangebetween [-1..1])). For small reward terms the evolutionary process \ignores"the cost of large size and the networks remain large. For large reward termsthe agents fail to achieve high foraging performance levels, and even the net-work size fails to reach small values because the algorithm converges aftera small number of generations. In the transition region between these tworegimes, the runs end stochastically in one of these two distinct outcomes,16



but no run was able to decrease network size signi�cantly while maintainingreasonable �tness in our foraging task.4.3 Analysis of SOCE Dynamics4.3.1 The Importance of Synaptic CompressionNeurocontroller reduction with the SOCE algorithm is composed of two basicelements: elimination of neurons which reach a zero encoding level, and theinterpolation encoding of synaptic values. A simple \neuronal switching"encoding was used as a benchmark to dissociate which of these two basicelements contributes to the emergence of successful small networks. Thisbenchmark uses direct encoding of synaptic values and a \switch" that candeactivate or activate the genotypic representation of each neuron, regulat-ing its phenotypic transcription. This encoding hence dissociates the e�ectof elimination and revival of neurons from the use of interpolation encod-ing. As shown in Figure 8, the neuronal switching encoding was incapableof achieving near minimal networks when solving our foraging task. Neuro-controller sizes start to decrease but reach a plateau above half of the initialnetwork size. This result implies that the use of the interpolation encodingof synaptic values is crucial for reaching the near minimal neurocontrollersobtained by SOCE. It is likely that the gradual decrease in encoding levels inSOCE agents serves to \smooth" the �tness landscape and allows the agentsto reach much smaller networks.This observation is reminiscent of the �ndings of [13], in which randomlearning was used to smooth the �tness landscape searched by a genetic algo-17



rithm. Hinton and Nowlan discussed a problem in which the �tness landscapeis extremely at, with only one sharp peak, making it a problem diÆcult tosolve with standard genetic algorithms. They show that an addition of aprimitive form of \learning" in which random changes are made to some ofthe genes during the search \smoothes" the �tness landscape, giving a bet-ter chance for reaching a good solution. The SOCE algorithm accomplishesthe \smoothing" of the �tness landscape using a di�erent mechanism, on anevolutionary level. The gradual decrease of encoding levels of each neuronenables the evolutionary process to eliminate only those neurons which arereally unimportant. Neural elimination is dependent on the consequencesof gradually decreasing the neuron's synaptic encoding level over the gen-erations. Thus, only after reaching a low encoding level, the �nal neuronalelimination (i.e., setting the encoding level to zero) is safely done. In contrast,in the \neuronal switching" encoding, the elimination of neurons is abruptand occurs indiscriminantly with equal probability in all neurons. This leadsto a much smaller chance of �nding good compact encodings.4.3.2 Neuronal Elimination in SOCETo better understand the nature of neuronal elimination in SOCE, we ran acontribution analysis [1, 26] on the best neurocontrollers obtained along theevolutionary process. Such a contribution analysis of a given neurocontrollercomputes a contribution value, i.e., a measure of \importance" to each neuronin the neurocontroller, denoting the precise neuron's value to the overallperformance (and hence survival) of the agent. Our goal in running thisanalysis was to examine the correlation between the contribution values of the18



neurons (as computed by the contribution analysis) and their correspondingencoding levels (determined by SOCE), as an indication of how well doesSOCE succeed in eliminating the unimportant neurons and retaining theimportant ones.In our contribution analysis, we used a novel method [14] that is more pre-cise and eÆcient than the one presented previously in [1, 26]. This method,the Multi-lesion Shapley value Analysis (MSA), is based on a sound ax-iomatic foundation using the concept of Shapley value from Game theory[27] to construct a fair and canonical solution to the classic problem of at-tributing contribution values to the individual system elements. The solutionfound is unique and in essence, optimally fair. The MSA method processes adataset of multi-lesion experiments and the corresponding performance level(the �tness) of the agent measured after each such multi-lesion is induced.In each such multi-lesion experiment a few neurons are \lesioned", that istheir e�ect on the other network elements is abolished, and the other \un-lesioned" neurons are left intact (except for the loss of the inputs from thelesioned neurons). Given this data the MSA yields the precise contributionof each neuron to the agent's survival. While in traditional Game theory theShapley value is more a theoretical tool which requires full knowledge of thebehavior of the system under all possible lesioning con�gurations, [14] havedeveloped a novel method to calculate it from relatively small samples ofthe lesioning space, making this method of contribution analysis a practicaltool for the analysis of evolved large neurocontrollers (in the current analysis,however, the neurocontroller is rather small and the full set of all multi-lesioncon�gurations was used). 19



Figure 13 plots the correlation coeÆcient between the contribution val-ues (CVs) and encoding levels (ELs) of the neurocontroller's neurons at every1000 generations as evolution proceeds. The evolution was performed in ourbasic foraging environment, and the best agent in each step of a 1000 gen-erations was examined. As evident, there is a fairly high level of correlationbetween the CV and EL values of each neuron. Interestingly, this correlationtends to increase as evolution proceeds. These results support the notionthat SOCE successfully operates to preserve the important neurons duringevolution, and eliminates the unimportant ones. However, obviously, oneshould keep in mind that it is a correlational measure and not a causal test.That is, it is likely that in reality a complex feedback loop takes place duringa SOCE-guided evolution; as the EL of less important neurons is decreased,they become even less functional and important, making them more \vul-nerable" to further EL-decrease, and so on. The increase of the correlationduring evolution testi�es to the powerful e�ect of this feedback \coupling".4.4 Extended Foraging TasksSOCE was tested on two more complicated tasks, which are extensions ofthe original task we have studied. The �rst task contained two food zoneslocated at two opposite corners of the arena instead of just one corner inthe original task. In the second task the agent's food consuming procedurebecame more complex: the agent had to stand on the food item withoutmoving for precisely two steps in order to gain its �tness increase. TheSOCE agents were able to achieve small networks both in mean encodinglevel and in the number of viable neurons in the network, while maintaining20



the same �tness levels obtained with direct encoding, as shown in Figures 10and 11. The slight increase (about one neuron) in the �nal network size canbe referred to the more complex memory mechanism needed for countingthe waiting steps during the eating procedure in the second task, and theadditional behavioral switch between food zone exploration that is requiredin the �rst task.4.5 Similarity ConservationAn important characteristic of an eÆcient genotype-to-phenotype encodingis its ability to maintain the similarity conservation property: Phenotypescreated from similar genomes should be similar to each other in the pheno-typic space. This property maintains a consistent evolutionary process andincreases the robustness of the results. After studying the SOCE methodin depth, let us now revisit and examine its similarity conservation proper-ties. To this end, we calculate its Similarity Distortion Factor (SDF): Thisis the ratio between the mean change per synapse in the phenotype (Cp) andthe mean change in the genome (Cg), when applying the genetic variationoperators used in our simulation to obtain the next generation agents, whereCp = PiPj jW 0ij �Wijj(N + Lin) �N (2)Cg = PiPg jG0ig �GigjNg (3)and
21



SDF = CpCg (4)where Wij and W 0ij are the synaptic values before and after applyinggenetic variations, Gig and G0ig denote the encoding parameters before andafter applying genetic variations, Ng is the total number of genes representingthe network in the encoding and the summations run over all synapses andgenes, correspondingly, i.e., i running over all neurons, and j(g) over all thesynapses (genes) per neuron.Direct encoding agents maintain an SDF equal to 1 by de�nition, sinceeach gene directly encodes a single synaptic value. Figure 9 shows that SOCEagents have SDF levels larger than one, increasing during the evolutionaryprocess, but maintaining values bounded under 3.To understand these results let us examine the e�ect of di�erent geneticvariations under SOCE. In direct encoding a mutation in one gene changes asingle synaptic value with a uniform distribution U(�0:6; 0:6). In SOCE onecan distinguish between two types of mutations by their e�ect on the pheno-type: a mutation in a synaptic encoding parameter gene, and a mutation inan encoding level gene. When a mutation occurs in a synaptic encoding geneof a neuron with a reduced encoding level, it e�ects more that one synapticvalue, but the change to each individual value is smaller than that causedby a similar mutation in a direct encoding, due to the piece-wise linear in-terpolation. The number of synaptic changes remains the same as in directencoding (more synapses are a�ected by a change in a single gene, but thereare less genes since the representation is shorter), but the mean magnitudeof each change is smaller. This kind of mutation thus tend to decrease the22



SDF. However, a mutation in the encoding level of a neuron causes changesin all the synapses of this neuron. This kind of mutation increases the SDFof the agent above 1. Moreover, larger phenotypic changes occur in ad-vanced agents, when the encoding levels become smaller. These changes aresmall in magnitude, but are spread over many phenotypic synapses. SOCEagents with dynamic encoding levels employ both kinds of mutations, over-all resulting in SDF values larger than 1. These values increase during theevolutionary process due to the continuing decrease in the mean encodinglevel of the agent's neurons. Still, SDF values remain quite small and do notdiverge, maintaining fair levels of similarity conservation.5 DiscussionThe SOCE algorithm was shown to successfully solve a simple navigation andforaging task, while providing compact solutions. Via the SOCE method theagents select compact encoding levels without any explicit �tness pressure.The self-organizing dynamics of SOCE lead to an adaptive focus of the evo-lutionary search on relevant subspaces, using a statistical one-way boundedrandom walk on neutral genes. This reduction of genome size can be utilizedfor the minimization of network size. In the absence of prior knowledge ofthe size of the controller network required to solve the task, one can startfrom initially large networks which are then reduced during the evolutionaryprocess to a near-minimal size.SOCE can also be used as an analysis method: The encoding level ofeach neuron is a good clue for its importance and \input sensitivity". More-23



over, since the objects of the analysis are now near-minimal networks, theinsights gained probably better reect the true, inherent nature of successfulsolutions to the task in hand than that of a speci�c solution (out of manypossible non-minimal ones) obtained with standard, direct encodings. Onecautionary note, however, is in place: the encoding levels of the remaining,viable, neurons correlate but do not directly correspond to the neurons' \im-portance" in the network. This is so because the encoding level also reectsthe �delity of the neuron's input/output function, and not just the impor-tance of the information it transmits to other neurons in the network.Future research should naturally add learning capabilities to the evolvedagents, as in [5, 6]. Such synaptic learning rules can be encoded using theSOCE method. The agent then decides what encoding levels should be allo-cated to the data (the initial synaptic weights) vs. the theory (the synapticlearning rules). Combining data and theory using SOCE could yield animplicit comprehensive framework for �nding a minimal description lengthsolution to a task, with an eÆcient tradeo� between data and theory. Whenlearning is applied, changes in synaptic weights during the agent's lifetimemay be inserted back into the genome of descendents in a Lamarckian way.In this framework SOCE could then be viewed as a compression method,maintaining a compact representation of learned synaptic weights.The SOCE method utilizes a local encoding method (piecewise interpola-tion) to obtain a similarity conserving genotype-to-phenotype mapping. Thishowever may be modi�ed in future studies. Global encodings that conservesimilarity less than local ones may be incorporated into the SOCE scheme.Interestingly, SOCE lends itself quite naturally to incorporate a global en-24



coding (e.g., a Fourier series representation of the synaptic values in thenetwork). This may lead to more compact encodings and perhaps to morerobust neurocontrollers.In summary, we presented a new genotype-to-phenotype encoding methodbased on adaptive, self-organizing interpolation. This method provides ef-�cient and compact solutions to EAA tasks, starting from a population ofineÆcient and arbitrarily large network solutions. It provides an estimationof the complexity of a task, and grades the importance of neurons composingthe emerging neurocontrollers.
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Figure 1: The agent and the environment. The agent is marked by a smallarrow on the grid, whose direction indicates its orientation. (adopted fromAharonov-Barki, 2001).
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Figure 2: An example of the SOCE genotype-to-phenotype transcriptiontransform TK : The top �gure shows the 6 encoding parameters of a neu-ronal gene segment (one of many in the agent's genome) that are transcribedto form its 11 synaptic weights shown in the bottom �gure. For example,synapses S(4) and S(6) receive their values directly from the correspondingencoding parameters G(2) and G(3), while S(5) is determined by interpolat-ing G(2) and G(3). The encoding level of the neuron is 6 (encoded in theinitial part of the segment). Just a small fraction of the `edges' designatinggenotype-to-phenotype transcription are shown in the �gure, for clarity.32



Figure 3: Fitness of direct-encoding versus SOCE agents, plotted acrossgenerations of evolution. The mean and standard deviation of 20 experimentsare shown.
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Figure 4: Mean encoding level in a population of 100 agents throughoutsimulation runs of the SOCE method. The best run (a) and averages over10 runs (b) are shown. 34



Figure 5: Distribution of encoding levels between neurons in the neurocon-trollers of successfully evolved SOCE populations. The �rst 4 neurons aremotor neurons. Results for the best population (a) and averages and stan-dard deviations of 10 runs (i.e., from di�erent lineages) (b) are shown. Eachneuron receives 5 input synapses and 10 internal synapses, thus the maximalencoding level is 15. 35



Figure 6: Fitness of agents using a compact encoding method with a �xed,uniform encoding level for all neurons in the population, as a function ofthe encoding level. Mean, maximum and standard deviations of 10 runs areshown.
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Figure 7: Evolutionary process in SOCE neurocontrollers starting from largeinitial networks containing 30 and 50 neurons. (a) Mean Fitness of 10 runs.(b) Mean number of viable neurons (neurons with a non-zero encoding level)averaged over 10 runs.
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Figure 8: Mean number of viable neurons throughout the evolutionary pro-cess of SOCE and \neuronal switch" agents, averaged over 20 runs. In bothcases, the initial size of the neurocontrollers is 20 neurons.
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Figure 9: Similarity Distortion Factor in SOCE agents during the evolution-ary process, given with the �tness at each stage. For each evolutionary stagethe STD was calculated by applying 1,000 genetic mutations to the genomeof each agent, averaged over the 100 di�erent agents in that generation.
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Figure 10: Mean encoding level of neurons in a SOCE population during theevolutionary process, in extended tasks. Means of 10 runs of the originaltask (with one food zone), an extended task with two food zones, and a taskin which eating is performed only when the agent stays still for two steps onthe food item are presented.
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Figure 11: Number of viable neurons (with a non zero encoding level) in aSOCE population during the evolutionary process, in extended tasks. Meansof 10 runs of the original task (with one food zone), an extended task withtwo food zones, and a task in which eating is performed only when the agentstays still for two steps on the food item are presented.
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Figure 12: Direct encoding with explicit network minimization. The frac-tion of active synapses and �tness value of the best agent at the end of theevolutionary process (y-axis) is plotted as a function of the magnitude of theexplicit \reward" term (x-axis). The mean values of 5 runs is presented foreach value of reward term examined.
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Figure 13: Correlation between encoding levels in SOCE and contributionvalues in the MSA algorithm during the evolutionary process. Values forbest agent every 1000 generations are shown.
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